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's Nike Lunar HyperRev Low EXT, which recently debuted, has recently launched a red version, with more detailed pictures. Vamp
material and adhesive to a warm feeling, let a person feel this pair of shoes is suitable for autumn and winter collocation selection.
Thick bottom in real wear before it is to give people a good impression, and believe that after Lunarlon can certainly have a good
feeling. 

extends from the EXT version of basketball shoes can still see many early traces. Such as: sharp lines and uneven grains around the
ankle lateral front, the same design inspiration in different shoes and bring a sense of personal acquaintance, Xiao Bian think this is
clever about it, not abrupt but can also have both fusion characteristics, easily transformed into leisure life and tonality, suitable for
use. Currently, black and red color has been on the Nike.com debut, priced at $120. 

source: Nike.com

Nike LeBron 12 'What The' will tomorrow in a specific store selling point, we all prospecting shoe currently has announced the sale to
organize dealers to stay in the Facebook, the actual selling way and the place to store please mechanism transaction announcement,
sales information will be updated to the 23:59 tonight. 

- - a meal - Eco Heng Sports - 

more real shoes pictures please contact our previous reports. 

finishing Puma in 2013 is expected to offer a jogging shoes for you, which are full of inspiration some interesting, like the Olympic
gold medal in the 100 meters trapeze? Usain fast Bolt Puma with scimitar logo shoe and shoe design and ecological spider web
inspired models. Several of them have been listed in Taiwan, like jogging, and like people different from others, might as well try to
Puma to bring you a whole new feeling oh! 

NikeLab Vision-AIRS plans to invite non footwear design field service, Air airbags at different angles to interpret the Nike, like the
Marc Newson Riccardo, previously introduced Tisci, Huang Qianzhi Arthur Huang of the shoe, let people see the different orientation
of design thinking, and in the end of the Vision-AIRS program, invited from 3 The Design Institute of the 5 new generation of
designers, with costumes for Air VaporMax painted notes. 
Azar Rajabi -Asl (multi Moss Design Institute) 
from Canada, Azar Rajabi, Milano Moda 2016 in the last tournament finals, and the fringe elements preference pierced him, use
shoes present fringed rappelling sense, wide profile can make air flow in clothing, adjustable one-piece cap, is the embodiment of
the performance of Air VaporMax high curvature bending. 

, who worked at Maison Martin Margiela, always wraps lines around Johnson to tell about his deconstructive aesthetics. To have both
airflow orientation and personal sense of line, "whirlpool" is the best theme. Johnson's impression of Air is fluffy and soft, so velvet is
used as material to bring out comfortable images. 

also worked at MMM Canovas, and sometimes smooth angular diamond shape, represents the change of air irregular, red hue is her
preference and colorful atmosphere, material and texture to the interpretation of natural elements, to pay tribute to Canovas favorite
artist Lynda Benglis. 

meticulous dress is usually through the careful arrangement of fine lines, this is Huang Wanbing's dress to the author's feeling. It is not
difficult to see that the inspiration from Flyknit, floating structure and fishbone like cover knitting head, is to show a sense of
movement, made of polyurethane material overalls, forming thermoplastic, quite industrial concept. 
he Shizhe Shizhe He Parson School of design 
is the new generation of bold ideas to the conditions, methods of using and knotted weaving Shizhe he made clothes, so you can not
see any traces of suture or suture clothing, like the Nike Air VaporMax integrated uppers, and use plastic coated non traditional
materials to build, bold and innovative. He Shizhe said, "creativity and creativity need courage, success comes from >

adidas Boost technology has a lot of shoes to look forward to in future applications. Training shoes designed for the NFL Griffin III
Robert have been previously reported and now have new colors and photos. It is made of red wine of the Washington reds, with a
caramel colored sole. The Boost technology used this time, can be seen from the soles of the feet for the whole foot settings, can
provide stable cushioning effect in training. In the design of a personal RG3 in addition to LOGO, especially because ankle training



needs is designed to provide good stability. 

source: Sole Collector

, the Adidas Springblade Rain Camo designed by Chinese guest designer Wang Zhijun, was inspired by the 2009 Jeffstaple brand
proposal for the Kia Soul car. The body of the shoe with dark gray and light gray alternate explain "Rain Camo" concept, and
Springblade itself using transparent plastic leaves and orange red sole shoes out of some bright spots. Vamp "printed on the Staple"
and "STPL" to explain the source of inspiration, and the tongue is in the guest teacher's personal LOGO. 

sports brand Adidas continue to invite Taiwan's top athletes to join the squad, today officially announced the Chinese team play nets,
Italy team field high vocational rhino Guohui, joined the Team Adidas team. At the same time, he was the latest spokesperson for the
men's fitness training series, taking a series of image advertisements for the adidas 2016 spring summer male techfit series of
functional tights. 

Gao Guohui in recent years in the arena brilliant performance undoubtedly contains, for two consecutive years won the home run king,
the League home run record (single season 39 detonation); Gao Guohui in the game to win, eager to strive to create the spirit of
history, is full of brand Adidas Creator (Pioneer) concept of spirit, on behalf of we use attitude and their own efforts, create their own
achievements and in their own way, and this is the reason for Adidas to invite Gao Guohui to join, and look back in full support of the
brand, to help Gao Guohui continue to shine. 

captured the real moments of Gao Guohui's self - training in this film, showing the powerful function of Adidas techfit, a functional
straitjacket that helps athletes to stimulate their potential. Adidas male tights function series is designed for all kinds of professional
clothing lining, using techfit compression technology, can be enhanced? Explosive and stable muscles; while the spring and summer
of 2016 techfit? Function for the highest level of fabric tights upgrade Climachill? Breathable technology, provide 360 degree best
ventilation effect, and Polygiene antibacterial deodorant the patent and anti ultraviolet function, let wear comfort more; weave to take
pressure of more advanced technologies, to strengthen leg and forearm compression, improve muscle recovery, new techfit? There
are a variety of series, to meet the different needs. 

techfit? Power top series: POWERWEB? 2 TPU strip extends to the back part, improve operation stability, adjusting posture,
auxiliary back force, Climachill technology can feel comfortable breathable?. 

techfit Climachill Advanced Series: the use of two-color light material, comprehensive upgrade Climachill ventilation technology, to
accelerate the heat distribution, to achieve cooling effect. 

techfit base primer series: the use of Ultra Extended material, providing three-dimensional comfort, tailoring, excellent ventilation,
synchronous equipped with anti ultraviolet technology, suitable for all kinds of daily sports occasions. 

adidas spring 2016 male techfit? Function tights series after another in Taiwan Adidas shop sale, a full range of motion according to
the personal needs to choose a tight fit version of the type of compression, and cater to all professional athletes and sports fans 0

with the information society is highly developed situation, through many Internet community platform we can see the rise of sports
brand many young and full of potential consumers, resulting in the selection has indirectly become a subject. This from Losangeles's
sports leisure brand Brandblack is one of the small impressive example, after the signing of the Clippers played for Jamal Crawford,
as he led the launch of a series of basketball shoes, the latest J.Crossover 3 generation inherited the unique shape, with the ankle
with the design of thick armor like like a piece, while using similar thermal fusion technology for coating of upper block lift, and the
foreign website taken as the daily leisure way collocation, is different from the general combat shoes give people the masculine. 

source: NiceKicks.com
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